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meanwhile, on cybertron, sam, who has been on the planet for some time, is preparing to return to
earth. but before he does so, he activates an astromorph, making him become optimus prime.

despite his new personality and self-assuredness, optimus prime shows mercy to his old friend, cade,
and allows him to live. cade, being the friend he once was, thanks optimus for showing mercy and

then, after hearing optimus say that he will return to earth, encourages him to go. optimus returns to
earth, while epps reunites with sam and lets him know that the quintjet made it safely home. though
he does not express it, epps is extremely proud of sam. he then tells sam that he can now watch the
crash of the shuttle that killed carly, which is recorded on a tape. he then offers sam the chance to

retrieve the tape, and as the autobots wait for sam, optimus and bumblebee both secretly think
about carly and whether she is really gone. in chicago, bumblebee and sam head to carly's

apartment to find carly, who is recovering. they are then attacked by laserbeak, who drops them off
next to her, and then takes off. carly is able to tell them that she was stabbed by a sword, the same
sword that optimus found embedded in the ground when he came out of the ground on the day of

the ship crash. sam is able to find the sword and retrieve the tape he gave to epps before he left for
cybertron, and it reveals that the shuttle crashed into a lake and sank, with carly going to find sam
and the other passengers. so this caught my eye.. we have a buncha pages for the various named
weapons from the bw2/neo-era toys, and. do we need them at all do these pages actually contain

enough unique information to justify them i mean, we got individual pages for archadis's wing
gundreads, wing bombs and founder shot, and not a one of them has anything that the actual

archadis page doesn't cover. seems like most of these don't have any special effects like the torque
rifle or electro-scrambler and such; it makes more sense to have those pages since the special

effects are all right there without having to sift through non-weapon info, which feels like a good
resource for writing purposes to see how these special weapons were used. but if they're all just

normal old blasters and swords and whatnot, the individual pages are basically just severely
chainsawed versions of the character pages. feels kind of pointless and wasteful of the reader's time

to point them at these pages. -- m sipher ( talk ) 17:27, 30 march 2021 (edt)
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the film is everything michael bay is not.
this is a lean, mean, carefully paced romp,

delivered with the impeccable style and
polish of a steven spielberg production.
aided by genuine action, eye-popping

visuals, up-front storytelling and terrific
sound design, director bay's transformers
films have been fun and effective, but the
last knightis relentlessly aggressive and

relentless. xibalba is a whole new level for
this franchise. just as sharp as its
predecessor,transformers: age of

extinction, thanks to bobin's mastery of
flair-filled, stupendously gorgeous action
sequences, mark-making editing and the

outrageous charm of the singing and
dancing marky mark clones. this is the kind

of movie you would have cast with a
younger miley cyrus (in her adorable hanna

montana days) as dora. but miley is now
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grown up and taking a wrecking ball to that
gentler image, so director james bobin (

the muppets, muppets most wanted ) went
with 18-year-old, 5-foot-tall isabela yolanda
moner. you may not recognize her name,

but moner is an experienced actress, voice-
over professional, singer, songwriter,

dancer, and (yes) ukulele player. you may
have seen her in transformers: the last

knight or sicario: day of the soldado. she
also starred in the nickelodeon tv series

100 things to do before high school. what
does it mean when you're "in shock" that
things don't work? sometimes that's the

only way to describe the story in the
middle ages, when you're "in shock" from a

magic spell that's turned you into a
hedgehog or, like sebastian in the da vinci
code, you can't believe that you've been

turned into a priest. of course, the da vinci
code wasn't really a historical mystery, but
that's not the point here. the point is that

the filmmakers hope to draw some
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parallels to the medieval period of time
when humans didn't believe in gods, and
no longer thought that magic existed. of

course, things are never quite as simple as
that. think about the way that things are

happening in the real world with 9/11,
climate change, and other things that

people don't believe in, and you might find
it hard to reconcile these events in real life
with the story in the da vinci code. it's just
one of the many contradictory elements

about the film that has worried many
potential viewers. 5ec8ef588b
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